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Small Aircraft Transport will serve:

- The need for low-intensity intercity routes 

- Regions with less developed infrastructures 

- The needs of European business travel

How to do it in a cost effective way ?

Small Aircraft Transport will bring social and 

economic benefits for communities with better 

connections



Main Constraints:

- REGULATORY

- OPERATIONAL

- FINANCIAL



REGULATORY

Definition of Small Aircraft Transport

General Aviation (GA) refers to all flights other than military and 
scheduled airline and regular cargo flights, both private and 

commercial.

In the USA, where the terms GA is widely used, the Regulatory 
framework is significantly different from the European one.



REGULATORY
In the USA the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) are governing all 
aviation activities.
Aircraft operators and owners are particularly interested in:

- Part 91 General Operating and Flight Rules
- Part 135 Operating Requirements: Commuter and On Demand 
Operations and Rules Governing Persons on Board Such Aircraft
- Part 119 Certification: Air Carriers and Commercial Operators
- Part 121 Operating Requirements: Domestic, Flag, and 
Supplemental Operations
- Part 125 Certification and Operations: Airplanes Having a Seating 
Capacity of 20 or More Passengers or a Payload Capacity of 
6,000 Pounds or More



REGULATORY
The new EU- EASA Air Operations regulation structure is 

based on the following classification and definitions:

 



REGULATORY
According to the EU legal framework:

-Commercial Operation means any operation of an aircraft, in 

return for remuneration or other valuable consideration, 

which is available to the public or, when not made available to 

the public, which is performed under a contract between an 

operator and a customer, where the latter has no control over 

the operator.

-Commercial Air Transport means the transport of passengers, 

cargo or mail for remuneration or hire.



REGULATORY

- Europe is overregulated

- All regulations involving small regional 

transport operations are closer and closer to 

airlines.



OPERATIONAL
Among the many factors affecting operational sustainability we have:

‐ All weather operations

‐ Low maintenance requirements

- Training

‐ Single pilot operations - Operations Control Center OCC



OPERATIONAL

Single Pilot and OCC

Effective coordination with a ground control unit, 

similar to the one used by many airlines, particularly 

in the USA, it is definitely needed for SAT operations.

EASA, differently from the FAA, does not 

require licensing for the Flight Dispatcher.



OPERATIONAL
Among the factors affecting operational sustainability we have:

‐ All weather operations

‐ Low maintenance requirements

- Training

‐ Single pilot operations - Operations Control Center OCC

- Use of small Airports - Seaports

- Security issues



OPERATIONAL

The use of small airports is key for the success of he 
SAT program.

Too many unused or underused small airports in the 
EU

Airport category (in terms of fire fighting and safety) is 
defined according to the length of the aircraft, and 
SAT terminal requirements are minimal, thus the 
upgrade of unused or little used airports is relatively 
cheap, whereas the creation of new infrastructures
has to face high costs, long certification processes 
and heavy environmental impact



OPERATIONAL

Sea-ports or Sea-bases represent the real challenge, 
where a simple pontoon will open up an incredible 
network of flight connections, from downtown port 
towns or remote places and marinas, with minimum 
cost and almost zero environmental impact.



OPERATIONAL

Security issues have to be faced and brought down to 
simple and effective scan procedure, enabling fast 
boarding of the passengers, especially from small 
airfield, and last minute check in.

This is an important element in reducing the transfer 
time from point to point.

Seabases can also be subject to even more simplified 
procedures, using maritime security standards, even 
if regulations are still unclear on this issue.



OPERATIONAL
Among the factors affecting operational sustainability we have:

‐ All weather operations

‐ Low maintenance requirements

- Training

‐ Single pilot operations - Operations Control Center OCC

- Use of small Airports - Seaports

- Security issues

- Combined use of Seaplane and “Landplanes”

- Network structure and Intermodality 



OPERATIONAL

Combined use of Seaplanes and “Landplanes”
can be easily obtained through aircraft 
designed for quick change, providing a high 
degree of operational flexibility.



OPERATIONAL

Network structure is another key feature of the SAT 
program, a detailed analysis of potential routes has 
to be carried out and traffic flows and pax demands 
have to be carefully studied in order to implement a 
profitable network.

Due to the complexity of the analysis, it is advisable for 
the first stage of the project, to limit the network 
area to a well defined region like the European 
Mediterranean basin or/and some Eastern Europe 
countries.



OPERATIONAL

Interconnection of SAT system to other transport 
systems is another operational objective, in order to 
obtain real Intermodality, connecting small airfields 
and sea bases with local transport, taxi, navigation 
companies, railways companies, helicopters etc.

An integrated IT system can be developed, and 
interconnection of the different booking systems 
represent the challenge for point to point effective 
transport system.



OPERATIONAL
Among the factors affecting operational sustainability we have:

‐ All weather operations

‐ Low maintenance requirements

- Training

‐ Single pilot operations - Operations Control Center OCC

- Use of small Airports - Seaports

- Security issues

- Combined use of Seaplane and “Landplanes”

- Network structure and Intermodality 

‐ Effective IT technologies



OPERATIONAL

IT technologies in the airline business are usually seen 
as internal management of the company’s fleet, 
crew and maintenance or as external booking 
systems.

Within the SAT system it is possible to define, develop, 

and implement a break-through innovative system 

and business model introducing the innovative 

concept of “service per demand” or a tailored, 

personal solution to individual transport needs.



OPERATIONAL

IT technologies in the airline business are usually seen 
as internal management of the company’s fleet, 
crew and maintenance or as external booking 
systems.

Within the SAT system it is possible to define, develop, 

and implement a break-through innovative system 

and business model introducing the innovative 

concept of “service per demand” : a tailored, 

personal solution to individual transport needs.



It is possible to develop an intelligent service platform to manage the 
complexity of the demand, supporting and enabling collaborative and 
dynamic processes involving different  carriers in a real interconnected 
approach.

The platform will be endowed with real-time scheduling, planning, and optimisation 

capabilities that will manage huge amount of variables related to various aspects, 

constraints, objectives, stakeholders (e.g. passengers, aeronautical operators, etc.), 

with the aim of giving the best solution for the overall value chain.

OPERATIONAL



OPERATIONAL

With this new approach, the IT system is intended to become DYNAMIC, 

providing to any customer query:

-An immediate solution (point to point -or nearest point- existing flights)

-Generation of a new flight request, that will be compared to other system’s 

requests - in a given timeframe- in order to create a new ad-hoc flight when 

targeted break even is reached

-Customer tailored reply, as a function of budget and recorded habits of the

passenger

-Intermodality booking, with the possibility of booking with existing

connections, being them bus, ship, taxi etc.

IT System



OPERATIONAL
Among the factors affecting operational sustainability we have:

‐ All weather operations

‐ Low maintenance requirements

- Training

‐ Single pilot operations - Operations Control Center OCC

- Use of small Airports - Seaports

- Security issues

- Combined use of Seaplane and “Landplanes”

- Network structure and Intermodality 

‐ Effective IT technologies

‐ Single engine operations



OPERATIONAL
Single engine operations, short case study:

C208 Caravan

Cessna developed the aircraft under Fedex 
specifications, for transportation of parcels, 
including stretched versions.
The most popular passenger model, the Grand 
Caravan, was derived from the Super 
Cargomaster.

More than 2.000 aircraft has been produced and sold worldwide, 
with Fedex operating a fleet of about 250 Caravans.
The airplane typically seats nine passengers, with a single person 
crew, although with a FAR Part 23 waiver, it can seat up to fourteen 
passengers.



OPERATIONAL
Single engine operations, short case study:

C208 Caravan

The operational use of the Caravan, as feeder and commuter, both 
pax and cargo, as it is done in the US is not possible in Europe, 
because while it is possible to operate:
- Single Pilot
- IFR (with an upgraded avionic suite that may cost up to 100.000 $)

It is not possible - in the EU- to operate in IMC, which in turns limit 
the operation to daytime, good weather conditions, clearly 
impossible to accept for an operator (particularly in winter time).



OPERATIONAL
Among the factors affecting operational sustainability we have:

‐ All weather operations

‐ Low maintenance requirements

- Training

‐ Single pilot operations - Operations Control Center OCC

- Use of small Airports - Seaports

- Security issues

- Combined use of Seaplane and “Landplanes”

- Network structure and Intermodality 

‐ Effective IT technologies

‐ Single engine operations

- Low aircraft DOCs



OPERATIONAL
‐ Low aircraft DOCs

We are now going to analize and compare Direct Operating Costs of two of the most 

popular aircraft in their category:

C208 Caravan:  9 Seats and     DHC6-300 Twin Otter: 19 Seats



DIRECT OPERATING COSTS C208
Fuel 154 220 lt/h @ 0.7 Eur/lit
Oil 2
Crew 78 Eur 6.000 net Single Pilot * 13 months
Hourly Maintenance 180 Line maint. including spares
Maintenance reserve 90 Avrg contract
Overhaul motore 55 including HSI
Handling 70 International airport, lowest fare
Landing Fees 18
Navigation Fees 50
Totale DOC C208 697

DIRECT OPERATING COST DHC6
Fuel 280 400 lt/h @ 0.7 Eur/lit
Oil 3
Crew 104 Cpt Eur 6.000 net  + Pilot * 13 months
Hourly Maintenance 210 Line maint. including spares
Maintenance reserve 120 Avrg contract
Overhaul motore 110 including HSI
Handling 110 International airport, lowest fare
Landing Fees 25
Navigation Fees 70
Totale DOC TwinOtt 1,032



D.O.C.
According to previous figures, and with the assumption that the

AVERAGE LEG is 1 HOUR OF FLIGHT TIME

we have the following DOC related index for the two aircraft:

C208

DHC6

Seats DOC per seat Speed Km/h cost seat km
9 77 270 0.29

Seats DOC per seat Speed Km/h cost seat km
19 54 252 0.22



C208
SEAT AVAIL LF REV SEAT SEAT AVAIL LF REV SEAT

9 70% 6 19 70% 13

legs per day 4 legs per day 4

avrg leg hour 1.0 avrg leg 1.0

FH per day 4 FH per day 4

Ops Day per Y 300 Ops Day per Y 300

FH per Y 1,200 FH per Y 1,200

PAX PER DAY 25 PAX PER DAY 53

PAX PER Y 7,560 PAX PER Y 15,960

NUM.A/C 5 NUM.A/C 5

TOT PAX Y 37,800 TOT PAX Y 79,800

SEAT AVAIL LF REV SEAT SEAT AVAIL LF REV SEAT

9 70% 6 19 70% 13

legs per day 6 legs per day 6

avrg leg hour 1.0 avrg leg 1.0

FH per day 6 FH per day 6

Ops Day per Y 300 Ops Day per Y 300

FH per Y 1,800 FH per Y 1,800

PAX PER DAY 38 PAX PER DAY 80

PAX PER Y 11,340 PAX PER Y 23,940

NUM.A/C 5 NUM.A/C 5

TOT PAX Y 56,700 TOT PAX Y 119,700

DHC6



D.O.C.
According to previous figures, and with the assumption that the

AVERAGE LEG is 1 HOUR OF FLIGHT TIME

1.800 FLIGHT HOURS PER YEAR

LOAD FACTOR 70%

C208

DHC6

DOC per Leg TOT. Y DOC PAX NUM. Revenue Seat
Cost

€697 €1,254,600 11,340 111

€1,032 €1,857,600 23,940 78

TOT. Yearly DOC and PAX NUM. 
FIGURES

ARE PER SINGLE AIRCRAFT



FIXED COSTS
Indicative Fixed costs for a small operator could be as follows:

The above table clearly shows as LEASING and AOC costs are the highest ones

1 Acft 5 Acft

Insurance 20,000 100,000

Lease rate 200,000 1,000,000

Training 5,000 25,000

Indirect Personnel (inc. AOC) 110,000 300,000

Commercial costs - Marketing 30,000 50,000

General costs 60,000 130,000

TOTAL 425,000 1,605,000



FINANCIAL

The lack of credit is the most serious problem faced by 

small aircraft operators particularly in the last years.

ACCESS to AIRCRAFT LEASING and Credit is nowadays 

almost impossible for a small operator, banks and financial 

institutions do not release credit, thus jeopardizing any kind 

of business initiative if not privately financed.



FINANCIAL
Aircraft Leasing

A typical and indicative Leasing structure for a small 

Turboprop may be the one in the table below:

Acft Cost Downpayment Num. Years Final PaymentLeasing valueMonthly fee Yearly fee Hourly Cost
10% 10 20% at 1.800 FH

2,000,000 200,000 400,000 14,000 168,000 93
3,000,000 300,000 600,000 21,000 252,000 140
4,000,000 400,000 800,000 28,000 336,000 187

Downpayments and guarantees are the usual 
limitations imposed by banks and financial institutions 
that stop operators in leasing aircraft.



FINANCIAL

A Governmental support it is strongly required in order to permit any 

operator, particularly small ones, to invest in new aircraft and have access 

to credit lines, which are vital for the business continuity.

This can be achieved  in many ways, like:

- Assisting qualified operators in getting loans for the initial downpayment 

(the amount being in the 100-200k range)

- Providing to banks and financial institutions collateral guarantees for the 

leasing contract (up to 70-80% of the aircraft value)

- Establishing agreements with banks for an initial period of pre-

amortization.



CONCLUSION

Notwithstanding the difficulties, it is believed that it is very

possible to address all the unit costs and the issues briefly 

presented before, either from a Regulatory, Operational or 

Financial point of view.

The development of an effective European Small Aircraft 

Transport system is definitely one of the ultimate challenges 

for the EU Transport System.



THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION
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